Preliminary results are presented for two methods to approximate the mission performance of high specific impulse high specific power vehicles. The first method is based on an analytical approximation derived by Williams 1 and Shepherd 2 and can be used to approximate mission performance to outer planets and interstellar space. The second method is based on a parametric analysis of trajectories created using the wellknown trajectory optimization code, VARITOP 3. This parametric analysis allows the reader to approximate payload ratios and optimal power requirements for both one-way and round-trip missions. While this second method only addresses missions to and from Jupiter, future work will encompass all of the outer planet destinations and some interstellar precursor missions.
Introduction
There are several fusion propulsion concepts currently proposed in the literature. Most of these concepts are being actively pursued at research centers around the world.
These propulsion concepts are nearly always identified for deep space missions, that is missions to the outer planets and to interstellar splice. The merits of these concepts are quantified in terms of the potentially attainable Specific Impulse (1_o), the Lawson number, which is the product of the confinement time and plasma density confined, and the energy return, Q, which is the ratio of energy out to energy input. This work quantifies the possibilities of these propulsion concepts in terms of vehicle design criteria for deep space vehicles, i.e. time of flight, or trip time, for the vehicle and the ratio of the payload mass delivered to the final destination to the initial mass of the vehicle.
Flight times and deliverable masses for electric and fusion propulsion systems are difficult to approximate.
Numerical integration is required to accurately predict the performance of these continuous thrust systems. However, two reasonably accurate methods of predicting the performance of these vehicles that do not require the reader to use a complex numerical integration code are presented in this paper.
The first method identifies the optimum conditions for time of flight and payload mass ratio using analytical techniques.
Achieving these optimum conditions can sometimes even exceed the capabilities of proposed fusion systems so sensitivities to non-optimum conditions are also quantified. These sensitivities illustrate that I,p is not the only important variable in interplanetary performance.
The second method is baserJ on data generated by the well-known trajectory simulation and optimization code, VARITOP 3. VARITOP is a trajectory optimization code that performs numerical integration based on calculus of variations.
Several charts were developed that illustrate the dependence of net mass ratio, MdM_, and jet power, Pj, on time of flight, I_, and specific power, c_,_. These charts are intended to be a tool by which people in the propulsion community can explore possible missions 1or their propulsion system concepts.
The intent of this paper is to provide two simple methods to calculate these mission parameters for a given propulsion concept.
In this manner the propulsion engineer can have at his fingertips the data necessary to guide his design. The data will assist the engineer in making trades in overall performance and mass necessary to optimize his design. These results are preliminary, illustrating the methodology to be used in the completion of this project. The final result, to be reported in a future paper, will explore the options to all of the outer planets and preliminary estimates for interstellar missions.
Definitions
At this point it is necessary to spend a moment discussing the definitions of the various symbols that have been introduced. The nomenclature is based on a NASA standard 4 generated in 1969. In this paper, it is assumed that the spacecraft initial mass (M_) is made up of four component masses. The propellant mass (Mp) is simply the mass of the propellant, and the tankage mass (Mr) is the mass of the tanks required to contain that propellant. In this analysis, tankage fraction (kt) is assumed to be 10% of the total propellant mass, and is intended to cover the mass of propellant tank structure, valves, and plumbing. The rest of the vehicle mass must be accounted for in the remaining two component masses, the power/propulsion system mass (Mp,) and the net mass (Mn). The power/propulsion system mass should contain the masses for any subsystem that scales with power.
In addition to the nuclear reactor/thruster, this term may include shielding, a thermal control system, and/or a power conditioning system. It is from this term that the C_wrand power/propulsion system specific mass, cc are defined.
A more useful quantity for this analysis is the power/propulsion system jet power specific mass, 9.
(#)
Where Pj, is defined as
The c_ is preferred in the analyses to follow because its use allows users to define a propulsion system efficiency (11) specific to their design.
The vehicle mass that is not included in the three component masses discussed above must be accounted for in the net mass term. Payload mass can only be established after further detail designs identify what portion of the net mass must be used for additional structure, communications, thermal control, and other essential systems. It is only after all necessary subsystem masses have been allotted that a true payload mass can be identified.
Background

Propulsion Concepts Considered
There are several fusion propulsion concepts currently on the drawing board. A partial list of these concepts and their documented predicted performance is listed in Table 1 . Any attempt to compare these concepts would be futile since none have come to fruition. Each has their own advantages and disadvantages for attaining confinement and sustainable fusion reactions. Some sacrifice performance for the promise of shorter development time to achieve fusion. This paper attempts to determine the trade of the critical trajectory variables to make these concepts most useful for interplanetary flight.
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Otherconceptsare also listedin Table1. The
Laser Augmented
Plasma Propulsion System (LAPPS), first proposed by Karnmash et al.s exists on the high end of the Isp spectrum. Conversely, existing and near term nuclear' electric propulsion concepts populate the lower end. These concepts are included to round out the _'ange of I_ used in continuous thrust systems.
Note that propulsion systems that use external energy for propulsion, such as the various solar, laser and magnetic sails are not included due to their extremely low thrust, thrust as a function of distance to the sun or laser, and radial thrust profiles makes the underlying assumptions for these calculations untenable. Williams also developed two-burn rendezvous and four-burn round trip calculations assuming coast time.
There is some disagreement on the need for coast time in optimum interplanetary trajectories. Irving and Blum calculate that no coast time should be included in the trajectory.
However, Moeckel states that a coast time of 1/3 the total trip time should be included for an optimum trajectory. Their calculations are compared and contrasted below.
Method I: Analytical Approximation
Using the calculations made by Shepherd, Williams, Moeckel and Irving/Blum as a starting point this work derives time of flight and payload ratio as a function of distance, specific impulse, power ratio, and ratio of total power to initial mass. Optimum points are also determined separately but are not included in time of flight calculations in order to allow for non-optimum operation at more realistic specific impulsespecific power combinations.
Tra/ectory Assumptions
Method one assumes straight line trajectories, and requires only a distance and time of flight as inputs. The mass convention for this analysis divides the vehicle mass into three parts; payload, propellant and structural mass.
Calculations Previous analytical tra/ectory
The summation of these masses comprises the total inert mass of the vehicle as illustrated in the equation below.
The Tsiolkovsky equation is displayed here without derivation The distance equation is given as
o If gravitational losses is neglected then substitution of equations ( 2 ) into ( 7 ) yields
It is convenient to replace the propellant ratios with the mass components. Also the initial velocity and gravitational loss is considered to be negligible for the propulsion systems of interest. Solving for trip time
At this point it is necessary to develop relationships for the two mass ratios in the equation above. The combination of equations ( 1 ) through ( 3 ) and using the minimal gravity loss assumption gives the following Further simplification requires the definition of a couple new variables. The jet power is defined as
and the specific power is
where r/is the conversion efficiency. Combining equations ( 4 ) and ( 13 ) Solving forthe payload ratioin equation ( 11) and inserting ( 14) yields
Inclusion oftheexpansion andsolvingfortriptime yields
This very importantequationallows for the calculation of the maximumpayloadfor a given initialmass. The powerto initialmassratiois an independent variable in this analysis. Other papershave eliminatedthis variableusing an optimizationequationbut the requiredpower levelsandspecificpowercanexceedreasonable values.Thepayloadratiois maximized whenthe exhaust velocity andspecificpower aremaximized andtherequired triptimeandpower to initial mass ratiois minimized.
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It is now time to finish reducing equation ( 9 ) . Combining with equations ( t5 )and ( 16 ) and working through a significant amount of algebra yields
T= S c
This equation is implicit and complicated. If the logarithmic expression in the denominator on the right hand side could be simpiified it might yield a simpler solution.
A binominal expansion of the logarithm yields t c2m,J:-<-T..__-7_, -_CT;,J -7;, "
Replacing the logarithm in equation ( 17 ) with the first term of the expansion yields ( 2, /;11 
Method II -Parametric Analysis
Problem Statement It has been shown that time of flight is a function of distance traveled, specific impulse and the ratio of power to initial mass (P/Md. The delivered net mass to initial mass (Mr/ML) is then a function of the time of flight and specific power of the power system (P/Mps).
A second method of estimating performance of fusion-class vehicles is presented below. A range of Isp and (_ are used to generate curves that describe the M,/Mj ratio and optimal P/Mi ratio as a function of these two variables. This process was repeated for various flight times. One-way and round-trip performance for missions between Earth and Jupiter can be approximated using this method of simple algebraic expressions with some iteration.
Performance data was generated using VARITOP, a general purpose low-thrust trajectory optimization program developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
This program performs numerical integration of the state and co-state equations to solve the two-point boundary value problem that satisfies user-defined terminal constraints.
The optimization is based on the 
Assumptions
To eliminate the dependence on departure date, the planet orbits are assumed to be circular and co-planar. For the Jupiter missions, this is not an outrageous assumption. Jupiter's eccentricity is only 0.048, about half that of Mars, and it's inclination 1.3°.
Also, outbound and return trajectories of the same flight time, Ispand o_are assumed to be symmetric, therefore, mass and power ratios defining the performance in one direction can be used for the reverse trajectory.
In the trajectory parametrics created with VARITOP, each trajectory starts from the sphere of influence of the Earth with zero hyperbolic excess velocity, and terminates at the sphere of influence of the destination planet with zero hyperbolic excess velocity. Since the plots only reflect the interplanetary portion of the trajectory, the user can apply this data to any mission. One needs only to correct the mass fractions to reflect the additional AV required if lower altitude departure and arrival condition:_ are desired.
VARITOP selected the jet power and departure date that would optimize each transfer. Circular and coplanar orbits were assumed for the Earth and Jupiter, so the optimum departure date has no relevance except to ensure thi_t the optimal travel angle is used.
Results
For each of these trajectories, the propulsion system jet power specific mass (e_et)was varied from 0.01 -0.14 kg/kW (or until no net mass was possible).
For each _ analyzed, the specific impulse, I_, was varied from 10,000 seconds to 450,000 seconds (or until no net mass was possible).
Figure XX shows the ratio of net mass (mn) to initial mass (mo) for a 100-day trip from Ea,'th to Jupiter. Using this chart, and the associated jet power ratio chart, Figure XX , one can determine the maximum net mass that can be delivered with a particular propulsion system.
One-way Example Case
Let us consider the Magnetized Target Fusion propulsion system outlined in reference ##. The predicted performance of this system is 77,000 seconds Isp and 16,500 N of thrust. The jet power can be calculated from these two values, and is found to be 6.2 GW. The propulsion system mass (including radiators and power handling hardware) is predicted to be 41,340 kg.
From this we determine that the Propulsion System Jet Power Specific Mass is approximately 0.01 kg/kW. Using this o_, and the Isp,we can see from the charts that the net mass ratio will be about 0.6, and the jet power ratio about 12 kW/kg. Beginning with the jet power ratio and multiplying by the 6.2 GW identified above, we see that the initial mass that results in the optimal thrust to weight for this Isp and trip time is 74,400,000 kg. From this the net mass is found to be 44,640,000 kg.
Round-Trip Missions
Round trip mission performance can be calculated similarly. An additional constraint is applied in this case however; the vehicle's final location and the Earth's location at that time must be the same. Selecting the appropriate stay time at Jupiter satisfies this constraint.
The angular velocity of the two planets and the travel angles of the outbound and return trajectories are all that is needed to calculate this time period.
Addinq Departure and Arrival Details
Trajectories were calculated for different trip times from Earth to Jupiter and from Jupiter to Earth. The missions were designed to start at the sphere of influence of the departure planet and stop at the sphere of influence of the arrival planet with zero hyperbolic excess velocity at both. This was done to maintain the broad applicability of the data generated.
User's have the flexibility to select their own departure and arrival orbits around Earth or Jupiter, approximate the required AV for the escape or capture spiral from that orbit using reference ## or any other method of their choice, and combine that with the heliocentric portion of the trajectory to create a complete and unique mission design.
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Startingwith the known performance parameters, Ispand c_, a mission trip time must be selected that will result in a positive MJMa. The MJM= ratio and corresponding P.?IVI= ratio can then be identified directly from the appropriate chart or through interpolation between two chart values if the time of flight selected lies between _.hevalues of time of flight plotted. When one of the three variables that make up those ratios, M,, M=,or PI, is selected the mission design is completely specified.
It is expected that many users will select a desired net mass to be delivered.
Staying with this assumption, the remaining vehicle component masses can be determined through the following simple relationships. 
The round-trip mission analysis is understandably more complex. The analytical approximation, method I, will be modified in the future to account for coast phases and round trip missions. Additionally the straightline approximation will be addressed.
Finally, results will be compared to method II.
In the future, method II wiil be completed to include a characterization of the outbound and return trajectories for all of the outer planets, as well as some analysis of interstellar precursor missions.
Interstellar'missions will be simulated with Pluto flybys in VARITOP.
Conclusions
This paper provides reader.,; with a means of approximating vehicle performance for missions to Jupiter. This method has high degree of accuracy without complex computer coces.
